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- Heated Exchange with France’s Minister of Defense
- Open Letter to President Janus [Macron], Elysée Palace, Paris
- Arms Sales and Obfuscation: the Hypocrisy of France

- Nuclear Crime: last-ditch campaign

"Red Alert": the world is heading in the direction of a 3rd World War, a nuclear one.
- Letter to Régis Juanico, MP of the Loire, and his parliamentary colleagues
- We need a citizen candidate, pro-climate and anti-nuclear, to contest the presidential election of 2022
- Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, the only President of France to have understood nuclear deterrence
- The Nuclear Ban Treaty soon enters into force: What does it say? What can we expect of it?

- Charter for a Human France and a Human World
- Jai Jagat - The March for Social Justice and Peace has arrived in Geneva
- Letter to Florence Parly: the defense minister is silent, the President replies
- 75 years later : Moments of Emotion as Saintes commemorates the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki -

- Let’s Disarm to Avoid the Apocalypse and Build a Better World

- "A New World"? April Fools!
- SENSATIONAL! PRESIDENT EMMANUEL MACRON GIVES UP NUCLEAR WEAPONS!
- Nuclear Policy: "A referendum to abolish nuclear and radioactive weapons" (Le Monde)

- Only 100 seconds from Doomsday, Wake up!
- The Nuclear Ban Treaty soon enters into force: What does it say? What can we expect of it?

NEXT EVENT

*Festival « Disarm to live »*

6-9 August 2021
Saintes
(France)

Ceremonies, Concerts, Conferences, Round Tables, Debates, Workshops, Films, Exhibitions

Information, Registration: contact@acdn.net

**VIDEO** (5’ 28“)